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Abstract. In this paper, we implement the multidomain spectral relaxation method to numerically study high dimensional chaos 
by considering the nine-dimensional Lorenz system. Chaotic systems are characterized by rapidly changing solutions, as well as 
sensitivity to small changes in initial data. Most of the existing numerical methods converge slowly for this kind of problems and 
this results in inaccurate approximations. Spectral methods are known for their high accuracy. However, they become less accurate 
for problems characterised by chaotic solutions, even with an increase in the number of grid points. As a result, in this work, we 
adopt the multidomain approach which assumes that the main interval can be decomposed into a finite number of subdomains 
and the solution obtained in each of the subdomains. This approach remarkably improves the results as well as the efficiency of 
the method. 

Keywords: Spectral method, Multidomain, Chaotic systems. 

1. Introduction 

  Chaos is a phenomenon that came into existence in 1963 when Lorenz [1] discovered chaotic behaviour in differential equations 
modelling weather phenomena. Since then, nonlinear chaotic and hyperchaotic systems have arisen from many science and 
engineering applications. The complexity of the chaotic behaviour is dependent on the number of positive Lyapunov exponents the 
system has. Basically, a chaotic system has only one positive Lyapunov exponent, whereas chaotic systems with more than one 
positive Lyapunov exponents are said to be hyperchaotic. Hyperchaos is a concept that was introduced by Rossler [2] in 1976 when 
he discovered hyperchaotic behaviour in diferential equations for modeling chemical reactions. Since these two discoveries, several 
chaotic and hyperchaotic sytems arising in different fields have been studied [3,4]. Hyperchaotic systems generally have more 
complex dynamical behaviours than the ordinary chaotic systems. Chaotic systems are characterized by strong sensitivity to initial 
conditions and swiftly changing solutions. These characteristics make chaotic dynamical systems difficult to analyze numerically.  
   Various direct numerical techniques have been employed to solve systems of ODEs exhibiting chaos. These methods include the 
differential quadrature method [5], power series method [6], differential transform method [7], Barycentric Lagrange Interpolation 
Collocation Method [8], to name a few. Unfortunately, most of the existing direct numerical methods converge slowly for these 
problems, and this leads to inaccurate approximations. Spectral methods are known for their high accuracy, however they also 
become less accurate for non-smooth solutions and large time-domain problems, even with an increase in the number of grid 
points. The use of many grid points lead to large memory requirements and can also lead to the approximations exhibiting spurious 
oscillations which can result in nonlinear instabilities. To overcome this limitation, the multidomain approach has been used by 
many researchers. The multidomain approach assumes that the main interval can be decomposed into a finite number of sub-
intervals. 
  The idea of domain decomposition has predominantly been applied to semi-analytical methods when solving chaotic systems. 
These semi-analytical methods include the multistage Adomian decomposition method [9], multistage homotopy analysis method 
[10], multistage diferential transformation method [11], multistage variational iteration method [12], and multistage homotopy 
perturbation methods [13]. The downside with the multidomain approach based on analytical approximations is that it becomes 
an arduous and time-consuming exercise to analytically integrate in each of the many subdomains. 
  Motsa et al. [14, 15] presented a multidomain numerical method based on the spectral method. Their method difers from the 
previously listed multidomain methods in that it is completely numerical. Other numerical methods where domain decomposition 
has been used to solve chaotic systems include the Garlekin-Petrov time discretization method [16], piecewise successive 
linearization method [17], piecewise-spectral parametric iteration [18], piecewise spectral homotopy analysis method [19] and 
multidomain compact finite difference relaxation method [20]. 
  In this paper, we present the multidomain spectral relaxation method (MSRM) to solve higher dimensional chaotic systems. The 
method uses the Chebyshev spectral method combined with the Gauss-Seidel iteration scheme to solve chaotic systems in a 
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number of subdomains making up the entire domain of problem. We show that the advantage of the multidomain approach is that 
the accumulation of errors across the subdomains is significantly less than the error when a single domain is considered. We use 
the nine-dimensional Lorenz system derived by Reiterer et al. [21] as a test case. The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we 
present the 9D Lorenz system and give a description of how the MSRM is used to solve it. In section 3, we discuss the convergence 
of the method. In section 4, we present the results and discussion of the numerical simulations and finally, the conclusion is given 
in section 5. 

2. Description of the method for 9D Lorenz  

In this section, we give an outline of the implementation of the multidomain spectral relaxation method (MSRM) to solve the 
9D Lorenz system. The 9D Lorenz system was derived by applying a triple Fourier expansion to the Boussinesq-Oberbeck equations 
governing thermal convection in a 3D spacial domain by using an approach similar to the well known 3D Lorenz’s [21]. The system 
is given by 
 

⎩⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪
⎪⎧

��� = −
���� − 
��� − ���� + ����� + �������� � = −
�� − 0.5
�� + ���� − ���� + ������ � = −
���� + 
���� + ���� − ����� − �������� � = −
�� + 0.5
�� − ���� − ���� + ������ � = −
���� + 0.5��� − 0.5����� � = −���� + ���� − ������  = −��� − ��� + 2���� − ������ � = ��� − ���� − 2��� + ������ � = −��� + ��� − �� − 2���� + 2���� + ��� − ����

 (1) 

 
where the constant parameters ��  are defined as 

�� = 4 1 + ��
1 + 2�� ,  �� = 1 + 2��

2(1 + ��) , �� = 2 1 − ��
1 + �� 

 
�� = ��

1 + �� ,   �� = 8��
1 + 2�� ,   �� = 41 + 2��. 

 

without loss of generality, we express Eq. (1) in the form 
        

�� + #� + $(�) = 0, (2) 

 
where �(%) = [��(%), ��(%), … , ��(%)]), # is a 9 × 9 matrix with entries ,�,- ,  /, 0 = 1,2, … ,9, given by 

# =

⎝
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎛


�� 0 0 0 0 0 
�� 0 00 
 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.5
0 0 
�� 0 0 0 0 −
�� 00 0 0 
 0 0 0 0 −0.5
0 0 0 0 
�� 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 �� 0 0 0� 0 0 0 0 0 �� 0 00 0 −� 0 0 0 0 �� 00 � 0 −� 0 0 0 0 1 ⎠
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎞

  

and F(x) is a vector of nonlinear components of Eq. (2) given by 

$(�) =

⎝
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎜⎜
⎛ ���� − ����� − ������−���� + ���� − ����−���� + ����� + ���������� + ���� − ����−0.5��� + 0.5���−���� + ����−2���� + ����2��� − ����2���� − 2���� − ��� + ����⎠

⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎟⎟
⎞

  

we use the MSRM to solve Eq. (2). The MSRM is based on the use of the Chebyshev spectral method. The Chebyshev 
spectral method approximate functions by means of truncated series of Chebyshev orthogonal polynomials. The 
Chebyshev polynomials 78(9) of order :, are defined as 
 

78(9) = cos(: cos>�( 9)) ,   : ∈ ℕ (3) 

 

The Chebyshev interpolation, A8(9), of a function A(9) at 9 = 9�, is defined by 
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A8(9) = B A�C�(9).8
�DE

 (4) 

 
The collocation points 9� are chosen to be the extrema of 78: 

F9�G = Hcos IJ/: KL�DE
8

 (5) 

which are the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points. This choice is made from the simple reason that in Lagrangian 
interpolation, if the interpolation points are taken to be the zeros of the polynomial, the error is minimized. The 
polynomials C�(9),  / = 0,1, … , :, are Lagrange polynomials of order : based on the Chebyshev-Gauss-Lobatto points, 
and is defined as 
 

C�(9) = (−1)�M�(1 − 9�)78(9)N̄�:�(9 − 9�) ,   / = 0,1, … , : (6) 

 
where N̄E = N̄8 = 2, N̄� = 1  for / = 1,2, … , : − 1 . Therefore, the first order derivative of the approximate solution at the 
collocation points is computed as 
 

PP% A(9) = B A(9Q) PCQ(9�)P9 = B R�QA(9Q) = RS� ,   / = 0,1, … , :8
QDE

8
QDE

 (7) 

 

where R�Q = TUV(WX)TW  is an (: + 1) × (: + 1) Chebyshev differentiation matrix for /, Y = 0,1, … , :. The first order Chebyshev 

differentiation matrix at the collocation points is given by [22-25]  
 

R�Q =

⎩⎪
⎪⎪
⎨
⎪⎪⎪
⎧ N�(−1)QM�

NQ(9Q − 9�) ,  / ≠ Y
− 9�2(1 − 9��) ,  (/ = Y) ≠ 0, :
2:� + 16 ,   /, Y = 0
− 2:� + 16 ,  /, Y = :

 (8) 

 

To solve Eq. (2), firstly, we decompose the time domain \ = [0, 7] into ] subdomains of uniform length 
)̂
, with each 

subdomain \- = [%->�, %-] for 0 = 1,2, … , ] and having the property that 

_`%->�, %-a = [0, 7] ^
-D�

.  

Each subdomain [%->�, %-] is transformed to the domain [−1,1], which is the domain of the Gauss-Lobatto points defined in Eq. (5), by 
using the linear transformation 

%̂ = %- − %->�2 9 + %->� + %-2 = 72] 9 + %->� + %-2 ,   0 = 1,2, … , ]
 

 

where  

%- − %->� = 7] .  

We use the Chebyshev differentiation matrix to approximate the derivatives in Eq. (2), which results in a system of algebraic 

equations that we solve using the Gauss-Seidel technique. These equations are solved in each subdmain \-. We use 9�- and cd- =`�de9E-f, �de9�-f, ⋯ , �d(98- )a)
to represent the collocation points and the approximate solution in each subdomain, respectively. Using 

the Chebyshev differentiation matrix to approximate the first derivatives in Eq. (2), we get  
 

I2]7 R + ,d,d\K cd- + B ,d,�c�-
�

�D��hd
+ $d-(c) = 0,   � = 1,2, … ,9 (9) 

 
where 
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c = [c�, c�, c�, … , c�]), 

$d(c) = `$dec(9E)f, $dec(9�)f, … , $dec(98)fa)
. 

 

To solve system (9), we use the Gauss-Seidel idea of solving algebraic equations to get the following iteration scheme, 
 

I2]7 R + ,d,d\K cd,iM�- = − B ,d,�c�,iM�-d>�
�D�

− B ,d,�c�,i- − $d,i,iM�-�
�DdM�

,   � = 1,2, … ,9 (10) 

 
where cd,iM� is the approximation of each �d at the (j + 1)kl iteration and 

$d,i,iM� = $d(c�,iM�, c�,iM�, … , cd>�,iM�, cd,i, … , c�,i).  

We remark that the nonlinear terms are evaluated using values from the previous iteration. Therefore, the approximate solution is 
obtained from 

cd,iM�- = md>�nd- (11) 

where  

od = 2]7 R + ,d,d\,  

pd- = − B ,d,�c�,iM�-d>�
�D�

− B ,d,�c�,i- − $d,i,iM�-�
�DdM�

,   � = 1,2, … ,9  

 
The solution of the system (2) on [0, 7] is then given by 

�d = _ cd-(9-)^
-D�

  

3. Convergence and error analysis 

In this section, we provide the effect of domain decomposition on the convergence and error estimates on the multidomain 
spectral relaxation method (MSRM). Eq. (9), can be written as the block matrix system 

 

oc = p (12) 

where 

o =
⎝
⎜⎜⎛

�)̂ R + ,�,�\ ,�,�\ ,�,�\ … ,�,�\
,�,�\ �)̂ R + ,�,�\ ,�,�\ ⋯ ,�,�\⋮ ⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮,�,�\ ,�,�\ ,�,�\ … �)̂ R + ,�,�\⎠

⎟⎟⎞,  c- =
⎝
⎜⎛

c�-c�-⋮c�s⎠
⎟⎞ and p- =

⎝
⎜⎛

−$�-
−$�-⋮−$�-⎠

⎟⎞  

 

 
Theorem 1: For any c(E) ∈ ℝu, the sequence v�(Q)wQDEx

 defined by c = o>�p for each Y ≥ 1, converge to the unique solution cz if the 

matrix o is strictly diagonally dominant. 
 
Proof: To prove convergence, we show that matrix A, above is diagonally dominant. Since we are dealing with the block matrix o, 
we consider the norms of the matrices inside o. For any { × | matrix o with real entries, we have the norm equivalence  

‖o‖~��  ≤ ‖o‖� ≤ √{| ‖o‖~��    (13) 

where ‖o‖~��  = maxF�,-G ���,-� and ‖∙‖� is the spectral norm. If ], in Eq. (12), is sufficiently large, then  

2]7 R ≫ ,d,d\,  � = 1,2, … ,9  

This implies that 

��)̂ R + ,d,d\�~��  ≈ ��)̂ × �� ,  
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where �is a non-zero constant which is independent of )̂. Similarly, 

B �,d,-\�~��  = B �,d,-� .�
-D�,-hd

�
-D�,-hd

  

Thus, for ] sufficiently large, we have 

�2]7 R + ,d,d\�~��  ≈ �2]7 × �� ≥ B �,d,-�~��  = B �,d,-\��
-D�,-hd  

�
-D�,-hd  

 (14) 

Therefore, the block matrix o is diagonally dominant in the sense of matrix norm. Hence, the method converges. 
  
Theorem 2: Let �d(%) ∈ �8M�[0, 7], and let cd(%) be a polynomial of degree ≤ : that interpolates the function �d(%) at  : +1 distinct points 9E, 9�, … , 98 ∈ [%- , %-M�], where 

_[%->�, %-] = [0, 7]^
-D�

  

If the nodes 9� are chosen as the Gauss-Lobatto points 9� = cos ���8 � , (/ = 0,1, ⋯ , :), then the error term for the polynomial 

interpolation in [0, 7], using the nodes 9� in each subdomain, is 
 

�(%) = |�d(%) − cd(%)| ≤ I72K8M� I1]K8 �28>�(: + 1)! (15) 

 
where � ≠ 0. 
 
Proof: Since �d(%) ∈ �8M�[0, 7], it follows that its derivatives are bounded and thus there exists a constant �, such that  
 

max��(8M�)(%)� ≤ � (16) 

 
The Chebyshev polynomials are defined recursively, via the formula 

7E(9) = 1 7�(9) = 9 78M�(9) = 2978(9) − 78>�(9),   : = 1,2,3,4, … 
 

 
Note that the leading term of the Chebyshev polynomial 78(9) is 28>�98. For 9 ∈ [−1,1], we have 

78(9) = cos(: cos>�( 9)),  

Hence 

|78(9)| ≤ 1,  9 ∈ [−1,1].  

Note that the expressions of the form 

�(9 − 9�)8
�DE

  

are monic polynomials, as are the ploynomials obtained from the Chebyshev polynomials by dividing through by the 
leading coefficient:  

�8(9) = 128>� 78(9).  

By construction, each of the 9� is a distinct root of the monic polynomial �8(9), which is of degree :. The fundamental 
theorem of algebra tells us that �8(9) must therefore factorize as �8(9) = (9 − 9�) ⋯ (9 − 98). Therefore, 

(9 − 9�) … (9 − 98) = �8(9) ≡ 2�>878(9).  
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We write 

��(9 − 9�)8
�DE

� = �78(9)28>� � ≤ 128>� ,  

hence 
 

|�d(%) − cd(%)| = |2�>878(9)| ��(8M�)(�(9))�(: + 1)! ≤ �28>�(: + 1)! . (17) 

 
Considering a general interval 9 ∈ [�, �], we can show that if [�, �] ≠ [−1,1], use 

9� = � + �2 + � − �2 cos I/J:K ,  / = 0, … , :.  

Then  

|�d(9) − cd(9)| ≤ I� − �2 K8M� �28>�(: + 1)! .  

Therefore, in each interval [%->�, %-], we have  

�(9) = |�d(9) − cd(9)| ≤ I%- − %->�2 K8M� �28>�(: + 1)!.  

But  

%- − %->� = 7] ,  

hence 
 

|�(9) − c(9)| ≤ I 72]K8M� �28>�(: + 1)! . (18) 

 
By adding the error in each subdomain given by Eq. (18), we get the total error bound across all the ] subdomains 

 

�(%) = |�(%) − c(%)| ≤ I72K8M� I1]K8 �28>�(: + 1)! (19) 

 
This finishes the proof.  

It can be seen that, because of the factor ��̂�8 << 1 for large ], the error in the multidomain case is much smaller than 

the single domain case, ] = 1.  

4. Results and Discussion 

In this section, we present numerical results obtained by applying the MSRM to solve the nine-dimensional Lorenz system (2) 
and compare them with results of the Runge-Kutta (RK4) method. Reiterer et al. [19] observed that when the parameter value � is 
greater than 43.3, the system exhibit hyperchaotic behaviour, otherwise it remains chaotic. In this paper, we considered both chaotic 
and hyperchaotic cases by solving the system for values of � between 14.1 − 15.1 and � = 55, respectively. The initial condition was 
taken to be �(0) = F0.01,0,0.01,0,0,0,0,0,0.01G and 
 = 0.5. Phase projections on the �� − � and �� − �� planes, for varying values of �, are depicted in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2, respectively. The phase portraits obtained are consistent with those of Reiterer et al. [21] and 
Kouagou et al.[26]. This shows that the MSRM is able to handle high dimensional chaotic systems. 
The time series solutions for the chaotic case, � = 14.1, are shown in Fig. 3. The solid line represents the MSRM solution while the 
dotted line represent the RK4 solution. Table 1 shows the comparison between the two approaches at selected values of %. For the 
MSRM computations, : = 10 collocation points and ] = 400 subdomains were sufficient to give accurate results. For the RK4, a step 
size of ℎ = 10>� is required to reach the same level of accuracy as the MSRM. A good agreement, to at least 10 decimal digits, between 
the two solutions is observed. In terms of computational time, the MSRM is much quicker than the RK4 as seen in Table 1. 
For the hyperchaotic case, � = 55, the time series solutions are depicted in Fig. 4. The results are also shown for selected values of 
the time in Table 2. For this case, : = 20 collocation points and ] = 500 subdomains were used for the MSRM and ℎ = 10>� for the 
RK4 . Again, a good agreement between the MSRM and the RK4 results is observed. The RK4 is very much slower than the MSRM. 
This can be attributed to the fact that a very small step size is required for the RK4 to acquire the same level of accuracy as the 
MSRM . As a result, the MSRM is much more efficient in terms of computation time. On the other hand, it has been shown, especially 
for large domain problems, that the accuracy of the spectral method is enhanced significantly if the problem is solved over multiple 
domains than using many grid points. This is because the multi-domain approaches allow the use of large step sizes and hence 
resulting in better-conditioned matrices. 
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Fig. 1. Phase portraits for the 9D attractor on the �� − � plane for various values of �. 

      

Fig. 2. Phase portraits for the 9D attractor on the �� − �� plane for various values of � 
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Table 1. Comparison of the MSRM and the RK4 solutions for � = 14.1 

% �� �� �� 

MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4  

20 1.7794616020 1.7794616020 -0.7204522789 -0.7204522789 -0.6362110296 -0.6362110296  

40 1.5609534149 1.5609534149 -0.2347187741 -0.2347187741 -1.2023505190 -1.2023505190  

60 1.4855822940 1.4855822940 -0.1307250241 -0.1307250241 -0.2401679408 -0.2401679408  

80 1.7958197536 1.7958197536 -0.7477525490 -0.7477525490 -0.9536794241 -0.9536794241  

100 1.6599843283 1.6599843283 -0.1433734338 -0.1433734338 -0.9914698728 -0.9914698728  

% �� �� �� 

MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4  

20 0.7245177009 0.7245177009 -0.3269195959 -0.3269195959 -2.6127239408 -2.6127239408  

40 0.8327202872 0.8327202872 -0.1787710447 -0.1787710447 -1.6858331785 -1.6858331785  

60 0.9777946806 0.9777946806 -0.6137459610 -0.6137459610 -1.7451784330 -1.7451784330  

80 0.5724218362 0.5724218362 -0.1220058785 -0.1220058785 -2.3524652982 -2.3524652982  

100 0.8524360371 0.8524360371 -0.2153136081 -0.2153136081 -1.5321979302 -1.5321979302  

% � �� �� 

MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4  

20 -7.3469555719 -7.3469555719 -4.9185099929 -4.9185099929 4.5741481236 4.5741481236  

40 -7.0111342856 -7.0111342856 -6.2312240135 -6.2312240135 4.1679032967 4.1679032967  

60 -6.3019708209 -6.3019708209 -3.7653381446 -3.7653381446 4.5200856239 4.5200856239  

80 -7.7542533122 -7.7542533122 -5.4472879550 -5.4472879550 4.1959347196 4.1959347196  

100 -7.4421079409 -7.4421079409 -5.4831875435 -5.4831875435 3.9713031504 3.9713031504  

CPU time 1.777981 7.423930      

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Time series solution for the 9D attractor for � = 14.1 (the chaotic case). 
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Table 2. Comparison of the MSRM and the RK4 solutions for � = 55 

t 
�� �� �� 

MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 

4 2.264802 2.264802 5.374258 5.374258 1.663534 1.663534 

8 0.254814 -0.254814 -4.806631 -4.806631 5.133758 5.133758 

12 4.177500 -4.177500 3.236132 3.236132 4.609824 4.609824 

16 5.971705 5.971705 -3.474095 -3.474095 -2.599292 -2.599292 

20 0.458099 -0.458099 1.194282 1.194282 1.946396 1.946396 

t 
�� �� �� 

MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 

4 -5.680465 -5.680465 3.295077 3.295077 -44.575344 -44.575344 

8 -6.166781 -6.166781 2.900768 2.900768 -23.072529 -23.072529 

12 1.230726 1.230726 -0.997081 -0.997081 -8.179131 -8.179131 

16 -3.455944 -3.455944 0.276657 0.276657 -8.746022 -8.746022 

20 -4.536999 -4.536999 -0.265394 -0.265394 -23.120070 -23.120070 

% � �� �� 

MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 MSRM RK4 

4 1.558516 1.558516 -0.874860 -0.874860 -8.160863 -8.160863 

8 19.065008 19.065008 9.809716 9.809716 3.606984 3.606984 

12 25.129832 25.129832 36.175991 36.175991 -26.497018 -26.497018 

16 -55.935017 -55.935017 -17.578250 -17.578250 35.292195 35.292195 

20 -2.946511 -2.946511 17.728235 17.728235 -39.708822 -39.708822 

CPU time 4.492820 818.470979     

 
 

 

Fig. 4. Time series solution for the 9D attractor for � = 55 (the hyperchaotic case). 
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5. Conclusion 

In this paper, we have successfully computed solutions of a chaotic nine-dimensional Lorenz system, using a method based on 
blending the Gauss-Seidel relaxation method and the Chebyshev pseudo-spectral method. The method, called the multidomain 
spectral relaxation method MSRM, is a multidomain method which is adapted to solve complex dynamical systems like the 
hyperchaotic systems. The results presented in table and graphical forms are comparable to results obtained using the RK4 method, 
as well as other previously published results. The results also show that the proposed MSRM is accurate, computationally efficient, 
and a reliable method for solving complex dynamical systems with both chaotic and hyperchaotic behavior. 
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